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Traditionally, policing organisations have been ‘closed’ settings, where access is controlled by ‘gatekeepers’. Despite a growing emphasis on openness, accountability and transparency within these policing organisations, there is still an element of these organisations operating as ‘closed’ environments, especially in regards to external researchers, who may be perceived as challenging their role or status (Silverman 2001: 57). As Dixon suggests, openness in administration:…continues to be a problem in Australian police services: some officers still apparently believe that the sky will fall if… researchers have access to the institution. [This manifests] not so much in flat refusals to cooperate, but rather in seemingly endless swamps of bureaucracy and responsibility-shifting (Dixon 1999a: 94).Like many before me (see Brookman 1999; Fox and Lundman 1974; Punch 1993; Punch 1989), my experiencing in attempting to gain access to the police in order to conduct fieldwork was not an easy one. Right of entry involved a long and drawn out process of negotiation with police, not unlike that Dixon has discussed. Today I will relate my experience and go some way towards situating it within the general findings of the research carried out when access was finally negotiated.



Context of the Research

• Questions
– How, and under what 

conditions, did the 
NSW Police Media 
Unit come into 
formation?

– What role does the 
Police Media Unit play 
in mediating police-
media relationship and 
the processes creating 
public perceptions of 
policing?

• Methods
– Interviews with key 

stakeholders (Police 
Media Unit staff, crime 
and policing reporters

– Documentary analysis
– Observation of the 

Police Media Unit
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Context of the ResearchIn recent decades the way in which the police communicate with the media, and in turn the public, has become increasingly important. Media relations offices, and police media units, have become a prominent feature of police departments both in Australia and internationally, as a formal means by which police can manage their interface with the media. In my research I was particularly interested in trying to understand the complexities that exist in the police media relationship, particularly given the significant role of media relations offices in modern police organisations. Focusing specifically on the condition in NSW, my research was interested in two broad questions. Firstly, I wanted to explore how, and under what conditions, the NSW Police Media Unit came into formation. The second aspect I was interested in was the role NSW the Police Media Unit played in mediating the police-media relationship and the processes creating public perceptions of policing. Within these two overarching questions, there were a number of other questions asked around the shifts in function and practices of the NSW PMU, the role of the NSW PMU in the police-media relationship and how the PMU may have altered these relations, and the broader social and political context overall.The approach taken towards the fieldwork component of this project was in the form of an ethnographic style of analysis of the NSW Police Media Unit, with the initial my intention to carry out three different methods of enquiry in relation to this project: interviews with key stakeholders of the police-media relationship, observations of the NSW Police Media Unit, and documentary analysis of police documents and other materials to trace the historical development of the NSW Police Media Unit. For reasons that will be discussed, the potentially fruitful method of observing the happenings of the Police Media Unit did not eventuate in any substantive way. As a result, there were two predominant methods employed in this thesis, both of which were aimed at acquiring an understanding of the NSW Police Media Unit and the broader role it plays in police-media relations.



Negotiating Access

• Research Application
–Research program
–Ethics application
–University ethics approval letter
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Negotiating Access to the NSW Police Force Media Unit: A Personal Research ExperienceOnce I decided upon this project I set about going through the formal channels of the NSW Police Force in order to obtain approval for the interviews and observation phases. I contacted Educational Services within the NSW Police Force, who deal with all researcher enquiries, and was advised to submit a Research Application, outlining:My ‘Research Program’, including research questions, theoretical orientation, data collection information, intended research outcomes and value of research to the NSW Police Force;A copy of my University of Western Sydney Ethics Application, including a draft interview schedule; andA copy of the University Ethics Approval Letter.



Researching the Police
• May 2005: submit application to NSW Police Force
• June 2005: official approval granted
• August 2005: contact initiated with Media Unit
• October 2005: Media Unit express concern with research
• October 2005: scheduled meeting with Media Unit cancelled 

last minute
• October-November 2005: attempts to contact Media Unit were 

disregarded
• November 2005: meeting with Media Unit; request for 

resubmission of research application
• February 2006: Research re-approved with conditions
• February-March 2006: attempts to contact Media Unit ignored
• March 2006: Media Unit finally contacted; fieldwork interviews 

initiated
• April 2006: attempts to carry out observations ignored; 

fieldwork aborted
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This research application was accordingly submitted to the NSW Police Force in May 2005. By June 2005 I had been informed that I had successfully received official approval from NSW Police to begin my fieldwork in August. Unfortunately, due to the internal politics operating within NSW Police, I faced a long and arduous wait for the commencement of my fieldwork, as access was blocked on numerous occasions by individuals within the NSW Police Media Unit who quite literally ignored my attempts, and the attempts of the Educational Services within NSW Police, to initiate the research schedule. As demonstrated in the slide, the process for negotiating the fieldwork was quite challenging. Even after finally gaining access to the NSW Police Media Unit to conduct my interviews, further attempts to follow up with the observation aspect of my fieldwork were unsuccessful. As the timeline indicates, my access to the NSW Police Media Unit was long and protracted and despite my best efforts to speed the process up and provide the police with as much information and cooperation as was asked from them, I clearly could not control the fact that I was continually delayed by the Police Media Unit in commencing the project. My experience, however frustrating, is not a unique one. Many researchers in the past have found dealing with policing organisations across the world a difficult and challenging experience.As Reiner (2000a) points out, the police may be understandably anxious about the underlying purpose of research, making them concerned about how they will be represented by the researcher. Horn (1997) held a similar view, arguing that researchers attempting to gain access into a police force were likely to be perceived as ‘spies’. As Brookman notes however, “the ease, or difficulty, with which one is permitted access to sensitive data is dependent upon many factors, several of which appear to owe very little to the value of the research, and more to serendipity, determination and good negotiation skills” (Brookman 1999: 48). Fox and Lundman on the other hand viewed gaining research access to police organisations as something more of a process, involving access through two “gates”; the first “gate being top-level administrators of the organisation, and the second being the group of proposed research subjects (Fox and Lundman 1974: 53). My problems sourced more from these successive levels of the organisation, namely the Police Media Unit. Whilst I am not aware of the real reasons for their concern with my research, I can only speculate that they were perhaps concerned about information on their activities being open for assessment and public knowledge and media scrutiny.



Controlling the Media

Journalist 9: Now it’s a lot more 
controlled, the information flow, and a lot 
more dire consequences for police who 
leak information, although it still happens, 
don’t worry about that…
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Controlling the MediaThe experience I had in trying to gaining access to the NSW Police Media Unit was reflective of many of the same frustrations journalists had in trying to obtain information and cooperation from the media unit on a day to day basis.From the point of view of many journalists involved with the organisation, the NSW PMU acts more like a ‘gatekeeper’ to NSW Police Force and any information relating to its operation. The observations made by journalists I interviewed of ‘control’, ‘spin’, and ‘propaganda’ functioning from within the NSW PMU are suggestive of the disciplining of information in the Unit. A number of journalists interviewed believed that these features of the PMU were not always the focus of their work:Journalist 9: Now it’s a lot more controlled, the information flow, and a lot more dire consequences for police who leak information, although it still happens, don’t worry about that…It was apparent from speaking with journalists who deal with the police and their Media Unit, that they have witnessed a significant change in the way that police deal with them. This change is obvious not only on a day to day level, but also in the broader administration of processes journalists have to go through in order to access information from the police. Terms such as ‘professional’, ‘good management’ and ‘corporate governance requirements’ littered journalists’ descriptions in interviews of how the NSW Police Media Unit has evolved over their reporting careers. Such descriptions resonate with Garland’s notion of ‘taming’, whereby the systematisation of criminal justice has allowed for greater measures of planning and control to occur across a number of government agencies, including the police (Garland 2001: 115; Jiggins 2007: 214). In this way, the NSW PMU have embraced a strong gatekeeping role in recent years.



Management of the Media Unit

PMU Staffer 1: There’s a lot of paper work 
involved, so I’ve got to ensure that staff sign on, 
sign off, their rosters are reflected accurately, 
deal with staff changes if there’s people sick, so 
I do a lot of paperwork actually, semi-middle 
management sort of stuff, arranging roster 
changes, but also as a standard media officer 
you’re taking requirements from the media, you 
endeavour to liaise with the officers in charge, or 
the commanders, or whatever is relevant, you 
can comment on the situation that you’re dealing 
with and provide a response to the media within 
their deadline.
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This ‘gatekeeping’ role however is not only reserved for journalists and others the NSW PMU interact with. The introduction of new information technologies and management practices during the 1980’s and 1990’s, significantly impacted upon the “control of criminal justice staff, who have been subject to increased levels of monitoring, assessment, and accountability” (Garland 2001: 116; see also Chan 1999). This has led to changes in the ways in which organisational performance is measured, with emphasis being placed more upon “strategic planning, line management, devolved budgets and financial responsibility” for agencies such as the police (Garland 2001: 116;  see also Rose 2000: 30). Increasingly, Police Media Unit staff themselves have been subject to shift in their own management. These management practices are hinted at by staff when describing their daily routines:PMU Staffer 1: There’s a lot of paper work involved, so I’ve got to ensure that staff sign on, sign off, their rosters are reflected accurately, deal with staff changes if there’s people sick, so I do a lot of paperwork actually, semi-middle management sort of stuff, arranging roster changes, but also as a standard media officer you’re taking requirements from the media, you endeavour to liaise with the officers in charge, or the commanders, or whatever is relevant, you can comment on the situation that you’re dealing with and provide a response to the media within their deadline.



Journalist 6: Well the police are bound by 
legislation to respond to crises or stories in 
certain ways and as a result the bureaucracy 
makes it very difficult to get stories approved 
quickly. They need to get ticked off by 
Supervisors and Assistant Commissioners and 
sometimes Commissioners, and as a result we 
might have information we’re waiting to publish, 
to broadcast but we can’t, or we’re waiting for 
clarification on something. The rate at which 
information is disseminated sometimes is very 
slow.
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Journalists complained that the oversight of the Media Unit only served to delay the dissemination of information to them:Journalist 6: Well the police are bound by legislation to respond to crises or stories in certain ways and as a result the bureaucracy makes it very difficult to get stories approved quickly. They need to get ticked off by Supervisors and Assistant Commissioners and sometimes Commissioners, and as a result we might have information we’re waiting to publish, to broadcast but we can’t, or we’re waiting for clarification on something. The rate at which information is disseminated sometimes is very slow.



Media Units as Key to Police 
Administration

PMU Staffer 1: Basically it sets parameters 
under which we operate and provides guidelines 
of what we must adhere to, like often it’s as 
basic as appropriate racial descriptors or 
acceptable racial descriptors, legal guidelines on 
what we can and can’t release with regard to the 
identity of people, and missing persons and 
protocols such as permission from [the] family 
over different issues… we train police in the 
Media Policy and discuss the Media Policy and 
what it means to them as a day-to-day on the 
ground on the street cop, and why we do it that 
way.
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These approaches resonate with the new public managerialism approach within public sector agencies, including the police, which focus on “outputs and on the tacit contract between government and the public to provide efficient and effective services” (Casey and Mitchell 2007: 6; Chan 1999). Police media relations units have become key aspects of police administration. There is far more pressure now on police leaders to deliver on ‘government desired outcomes’; performance based criteria, exacerbated by the high level of public and media scrutiny and interest in the success, or otherwise, of policing organisations (Gillespie, Sicard and Gardner 2007: 167; Casey and Mitchell 2007; Chan 1999; Fleming and Lafferty 2000; Dean and Thorne 2008). Chan (1999) believes that new public managerialism targets have been “woven into the ‘mission statements’, ‘corporate plans’, ‘business plans’ and ‘marketing strategies’ of police forces” (p. 255). The NSW Police Media Policy is a graphic example of this, outlining the responsibilities and limitations of both PMU staff and operational police when it comes to communicating with the media:PMU Staffer 1: Basically it sets parameters under which we operate and provides guidelines of what we must adhere to, like often it’s as basic as appropriate racial descriptors or acceptable racial descriptors, legal guidelines on what we can and can’t release with regard to the identity of people, and missing persons and protocols such as permission from [the] family over different issues… we train police in the Media Policy and discuss the Media Policy and what it means to them as a day-to-day on the ground on the street cop, and why we do it that way.



PMU Staffer 4: We haven’t had always a 
direct input, I mean I think it would be 
great to get a working team from the Unit 
to help revise the policies from the 
grassroots up
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Some PMU staff recognised the limitations that they are faced with because of the Media Policy, which is particularly heightened by the restricted role they play in actually formulating it:PMU Staffer 4: We haven’t had always a direct input, I mean I think it would be great to get a working team from the Unit to help revise the policies from the grassroots up



Journalist 1: They want to be in control of 
[information], they want to know exactly 
what’s going on in their organisation… 
Their main purpose is look after the image 
of the police service, look after the 
Commissioner, so everything that comes 
through has to look good for the 
Commissioner and the police department.
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The Media Policy has a twofold role: on the one hand it guides NSW Police employees on their interactions with, and exchange of information between, themselves and the media; and on the other hand, it also acts as a filtering mechanism for the type of information journalists and other media representatives are able to access from the police. As an exercise in PR, the control of information by the PMU was a continual annoyance for journalists:Journalist 1: They want to be in control of [information], they want to know exactly what’s going on in their organisation… Their main purpose is look after the image of the police service, look after the Commissioner, so everything that comes through has to look good for the Commissioner and the police department.



The Filters

Journalist 7: Often they sort of serve a 
counter purpose really in restricting the 
flow of information… They can give out 
much more information than they do I 
think. 
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The FiltersThe journalists that interact with the NSW PMU are well aware of attempts by the Unit to not only channel information from the police through to the media, but also filter and control what information is released. This reflects results from studies conducted by Grabosky and Wilson, who found that journalists saw media units as trying to manipulate information for police interests (Wilson 1992: 171; Grabosky and Wilson 1989: 36). Many felt that the easy flow of information was not the intended outcome of the Media Unit and its policy:Journalist 7: Often they sort of serve a counter purpose really in restricting the flow of information… They can give out much more information than they do I think. 



Journalist 14: I think [the PMU is] really there to 
restrain [information], really I mean…they’re 
there to facilitate it in the way that they’ve always 
got press releases coming out and information, 
things like that, but equally it doesn’t mean that 
they’re letting free-flow of information. A lot of 
the time there’s some restriction of information, 
and it’s, I don’t know if it’s sort of Orwellian or 
whatever…
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Some went as far as to suggest their role was the ‘restraint’ of information rather than the ‘dissemination’: Journalist 14: I think [the PMU is] really there to restrain [information], really I mean…they’re there to facilitate it in the way that they’ve always got press releases coming out and information, things like that, but equally it doesn’t mean that they’re letting free-flow of information. A lot of the time there’s some restriction of information, and it’s, I don’t know if it’s sort of Orwellian or whatever…One of the most graphic examples of the PMU attempting to control and filter information was provided to me by one interviewee. This particular journalist approached the PMU seeking permission to interview a number of police as part of research for an upcoming publication. Upon making the request, the journalist was stunned to be asked to read and sign a lengthy legal document, outlining the terms and conditions for these interviews. The contents of the deed, if agreed to by the reporter, overtly expressed the desire for the police to not just control who speaks to the journalist and about what events, but it also detailed the ability of the police to veto the final document, instruct on the utilisation the material gathered, disallow the publication of information which may be detrimental to the police or officer being interviewed, and censor the ability of the reporter to acknowledge any cessation on the part of the police in relation to the use or collection of information. Little wonder then that the journalist in question decided against signing the document, and instead fostered his own unofficial contacts in order to obtain the information required.To conclude this by bringing it back to my own experience; Perhaps some of the challenges I faced in accessing the NSW Police Force Media Unit should have been expected, given the experiences that emerged from speaking with journalists about the problems they had encountered in dealing with the Media Unit. The irony was not lost on me however that the very people who were so concerned about my research, and prepared to block my attempts at entering the field, were also the very same people charged with negotiating external requests for information and media enquiries on a day to day basis. The very act of trying to gain access to the NSW Police Media Unit to conduct observations and interviews was an example of governance in action. The continual blocking of my attempts to access the Unit from within is reflective of the very findings to emerge from this research; that is, the practices of ‘taming’, resistance and control. The very experiences recounted by key stakeholders in the police-media relationship were the very experiences I as the researcher encountered.
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